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Abstract

Motor neuron diversification and regionalization are important hallmarks of spinal cord development and rely on fine spatiotemporal release of molecular cues. Here, we present a dedicated platform to engineer complex molecular profiles for directed neuronal differentiation.

Methods: The technology, termed microhexagon interlace for generation of versatile and fine gradients (microHIVE), leverages on an interlocking honeycomb lattice of microstructures to dynamically pattern molecular profiles at a high spatial resolution. By packing the microhexagons as a divergent, mirrored array, the platform not only enables maximal mixing efficiency but also maintains a small device footprint.

Results: Employing the microHIVE platform, we developed optimized profiles of growth factors to induce rostral-caudal patterning of spinal motor neurons, and directed stem cell differentiation in situ into a spatial continuum of different motor neuron subtypes.

Conclusions: The differentiated cells showed progressive RNA and protein signatures, consistent with that of representative brachial, thoracic and lumbar regions of the human spinal cord. The microHIVE platform can thus be utilized to develop advanced biomimetic systems for the study of diseases in vitro.
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Introduction

The spinal cord consists of a continuum of multiple subtypes of motor neurons, spatially organized to relay signals from the brain to individual muscle groups and actuate movements [1]. Such neuronal diversity and regionalization are important in both health and disease [2]. Motor neuron subtype diversification and interaction are necessary to maintain neuronal connectivity, and could shed light on the neurons’ differential vulnerability in many human neurodegenerative diseases (e.g., amyotrophic lateral sclerosis) [3, 4]. To develop advanced biomimetic systems for disease modeling and
regenerative medicine, there is thus intense interest to establish an *in vitro* spinal cord model that can recapitulate motor neuron diversification and regionalization [5, 6].

Recent progress in embryonic patterning and stem cell reprogramming has identified that spinal motor neuron development is a highly complex and regulated process [7–9]. Precise spatial and temporal release of a multitude of growth factors directs stem cell differentiation into motor neuron subtypes. For example, after the specification of neural progenitor cells along the rostral-caudal axis, fine spatiotemporal gradients of multiple signaling molecules (e.g., retinoic acid, Wnt and Fgf signals) provide a precise roadmap for the cells to interpret their relative local coordinates, to refine cellular differentiation into various spinal motor neuron identities (e.g., through the induction of differential patterns of HOX gene expression), and to regionalize correctly with respect to other subtypes along the spinal cord [10, 11].

Despite such progress, it remains challenging to achieve spinal motor neuron diversification and regionalization *in vitro*. This is largely due to limitations of existing technologies to implement and regulate complex and fine molecular gradients [12]. Conventional cell culture technologies rely primarily on bath applications of growth factors; such discrete treatments not only have limited scalability for combinatorial analysis of multiple growth factors but also lack the ability to direct subtype differentiation in a spatial continuum. New technologies have been developed to address this challenge [13–16]; however, they too face limitations. For example, microdevices based on passive Fickian diffusion could generate simple, static gradient profiles, but have limited ability to implement complex, dynamic profiles [17, 18]. Microfluidic devices based on fluid mixing and splitting (e.g., Christmas tree-type devices [19]) could enable better dynamic control and generate more complex profiles, but they commonly have a limited spatial resolution which could only be improved at the expense of a significantly larger device footprint [20].

Inspired by the compact honeycomb lattice structure, we developed a dedicated platform to direct spinal motor neuron diversification and regionalization in situ. The device consists of an interlocking array of microhexagons (made entirely of soft polymers, microHIVE), the device consists of a divergent, mirrored array of microhexagons to engineer complex and precise molecular concentration profiles, and an all-polymer cell culture chamber for directed stem cell differentiation into a continuous assembly of different motor neurons. We optimized each microhexagon structure in the divergent array to define fluidic branching and mixing, thus enabling versatile and dynamic gradient patterning at a high spatial resolution. By arranging a dense array of these microstructures as an interlocking honeycomb lattice, we showed that the platform not only enabled maximal mixing efficiency but also maintained a small device footprint. This unique implementation thus helps to address all of the aforementioned challenges: the microhexagon lattice enables dynamic and fine spatiotemporal control of complex gradients; the all-polymer culture chamber supports cellular differentiation, and could be readily dissected for molecular analysis and spatial correlation. Employing the microHIVE platform, we generated complex and high-resolution molecular gradients of multiple growth factors, and directed the diversification and regionalization of spinal motor neurons. The continuum of differentiated motor neurons showed progressive and characteristic RNA and protein signatures, consistent with that of representative brachial, thoracic and lumbar regions of the human spinal cord.

## Results

### Honeycomb lattice for directed differentiation of spinal motor neurons

The microHIVE platform consists of an interlocking array of microhexagons, arranged as a divergent honeycomb lattice, which opens into a cell culture chamber (Fig. S1A). The device is thus designed to achieve three functional steps: (i) cell seeding, (ii) gradient generation and directed differentiation, and (iii) binning and analysis (Fig. 1A). By orientating the cell culture chamber orthogonal with respect to the fluidic inflow from the honeycomb lattice, we could position the long axis of the seeded cells perpendicular to the influx of growth factors, thereby mimicking the natural development of the rostral-caudal axis of the spinal cord [8, 10]. We apply different combinations of growth factors through the honeycomb lattice to spatially direct cellular differentiation. Specifically, the streams of growth factors repeatedly branch and mix between the microhexagons to generate complex and high-resolution molecular gradients (Fig. S1B-C); this enables diversification and regionalization of different motor neuron subtypes along the culture chamber (made entirely of soft polymers, Fig. S2). Finally, by sectioning the culture chamber into discrete bins, we could characterize the spatial continuum of motor neuron identities, through independent RNA and protein analyses.

In directing motor neuron differentiation along the rostral-caudal axis, we varied the molecular
profiles of retinoic acid and growth differentiation factor 11 (GDF11) [2, 21] to induce local diversification and regionalization (Fig. 1B). We applied an optimized profile of both retinoic acid and GDF11 to guide spatial differentiation, thereby promoting rostralization of motor neurons in the brachial region and caudalization in the thoracic and lumbar regions. The combinatorial effects resulted in coordinated molecular programming, through differential induction of HOX gene expressions, to confer precise cellular and positional identities. To validate the spinal motor neuron subtypes, we characterized their expressions of region-associated HOX genes.

Figure 1C shows a prototype microHIVE platform developed for directed differentiation of spinal motor neurons. The device was designed with three inlets to enable simultaneous inflow of multiple growth factors, and to improve its versatility in complex gradient patterning along the length of the culture chamber. With the interlocking microhexagon lattice (Fig. 1C, insert), we could increase the density of the branching network in the gradient generator. This not only enhances the spatial resolution of the generated molecular profiles, but also maximizes the mixing efficiency while maintaining a small device footprint. The mirrored lattice connecting to the waste outlet helps to stabilize the gradient profile across the transverse cross-section of the culture chamber.

**Characterization of microhexagon array**

We first optimized the design of each microhexagon structure to improve the platform’s lateral resolution for gradient generation (Fig. 2A). Through numerical simulation (Comsol), we varied the length of the microstructures, while keeping constant the inter-structure spacing (50 μm) as well as the final divergent length of the culture chamber (28 mm) (Fig. S1B). The smallest microstructures tested (20 μm in length) were unable to provide sufficient diffusion length for effective mixing, resulting in a poor lateral resolution. Between the range of 100 μm to 1000 μm, the resolution improved as the microstructure length decreased. We attribute this improvement to the increase in packing density of the shorter microstructures into the same device footprint, hence enabling more channel openings into the culture chamber. In comparison to an established “Christmas-tree” serpentine mixer, which was

---

**Figure 1: MicroHIVE platform for directed differentiation of spinal motor neurons.** (A) The microHIVE platform consists of a divergent honeycomb lattice of microhexagon structures that opens into a cell culture chamber, to enable stem cell seeding, generation of molecular gradients for directed cellular differentiation, and device binning and analysis. Seeded stem cells are exposed to fine spatiotemporal release of growth factors, whose flow streams branch and mix between the microhexagons to generate complex and high-resolution molecular gradients. These local molecular changes direct stem cell differentiation into an organized, continuous assembly of different spinal motor neuron subtypes. Through binning of the all-polymer culture chamber, the motor neuron assembly can be spatially dissected and its cellular identities characterized through RNA and protein measurements. (B) Schematic representation of an optimized molecular profile of retinoic acid and GDF11 to guide rostral-caudal motor neuron differentiation. The differentiated motor neurons can be categorized according to their associated regions in the spinal cord (i.e., brachial, thoracic and lumbar), as characterized by their differential expressions of region-associated HOX genes. (C) Photograph of the developed microHIVE platform. Scale bar denotes 1 cm. Insert shows a magnified view of the interlocking array of microhexagons. Scale bar of the insert indicates 100 μm.
designed to occupy the same device footprint (Fig. S3A-B), the optimized microhexagons (100 μm) demonstrated >16 fold improvement in lateral resolution. We next investigated the effects of repeated fluid branching and mixing at the junctions (i.e., number of rows of microhexagons in the lattice) on the mixing efficiency (Fig. 2B). While the diffusion length around each microhexagon was significantly shorter than that of conventional serpentine mixer, the microstructures could achieve complete mixing by repeated branching and mixing at recurrent junctions - a microfluidic phenomenon that decreases the striation length and increases the overall area across which diffusion takes place [22]. The optimized array was thus designed to incorporate an interlocking lattice of microhexagons, arranged to accommodate >100 junctions along the fluid pathway, to ensure optimal mixing while maintaining a high lateral resolution.

We further tested the versatility and accuracy of the developed platform in creating complex gradient profiles. By varying the position and concentration of inflow at the three inlets, as well as their respective flow rates, we could adjust the gradient profiles developed at the culture chamber (Fig. 2C). Specifically, we developed three different types of gradient profiles: (i) a symmetrical negative parabolic profile with a water-dye-water implementation; (ii) an asymmetrical cubic profile with a dye-water-water implementation; and (iii) a symmetrical parabolic profile with reduced amplitude with a dye-water-dye implementation. We first performed numerical simulations to predict and ascertain the shapes and slopes of the profiles (Fig. 2C, top). We then

![Figure 2: Microhexagon array for gradient generation.](image)

(A) Optimization of the microhexagon dimensions. To improve the microHIVE platform's lateral resolution for gradient generation, through numerical simulation, we varied the lengths of the microhexagons while keeping constant the inter-structure spacing and the final divergent length of the culture chamber. The performance of the microhexagon arrays were also compared against that of a conventional “Christmas-tree” serpentine mixer, designed to occupy the same device footprint as the microHIVE platform. Lateral resolution was defined as the lateral length of the culture chamber, normalized by the number of branched channel openings into the chamber. (B) Effects of repeated fluid branching and mixing at recurring junctions on the platform’s mixing efficiency. Numerical simulations were performed to investigate the effects of microhexagon dimensions, as well as the number of recurrent junctions, on fluidic branching and mixing, so as to decrease striation length and improve fluid diffusion per microhexagon unit. (C) Versatile and accurate generation of complex gradients. By varying the respective positions, concentrations and flow rates at the three inlets, we designed and implemented representative gradient profiles on the microHIVE platform. Numerical simulations (top) were first performed to determine the shapes and slopes of the profiles. This was followed by experimental validation using colored dyes (middle). Quantitative correlation of the simulated and experimental profiles (bottom) illustrated the smoothness and accuracy of the generated gradients.
experimentally validated and imaged the profiles with colored dyes on the microHIVE platform (Fig. 2C, middle). When correlated to the simulated profiles, the microHIVE platform could generate accurate and smooth profiles across the entire lateral length of the culture chamber (Fig. 2C, bottom), and multiplex different gradient profiles simultaneously (Fig. S4). This is in comparison to the discrete step-wise changes generated by a similar-sized “Christmas-tree” gradient generator, when used to prepare these three profiles (Fig. S3C). Importantly, in the microHIVE platform, the mirrored network connecting to the waste outlet not only enabled accurate profile variation along the lateral positions of the culture chamber (i.e., x-axis), but also maintained a uniform concentration along its width (i.e., y-axis, Fig. S5A) and depth (i.e., z-axis, Fig. S5B).}

**Generation of molecular profiles**

We next applied the microHIVE platform to generate molecular profiles with different growth factors (i.e., retinoic acid and GDF11). We first designed representative molecular profiles of the growth factors (Fig. 3A, top). We then varied multiple empirical parameters (e.g., position and concentration of growth factors, flow rates at different inlets) (Fig. 3A, middle) to achieve robust and corresponding experimental molecular profiles (Fig. 3A, bottom). To evaluate the exact concentrations of the experimental profiles, we sectioned the culture chamber into seven bins and quantified the concentrations of the eluted growth factors from each bin through spectrometric measurements (Fig. S6).

---

**Figure 3: Versatile and dynamic control of molecular profiles.** (A) Generation of simultaneous molecular profiles with retinoic acid and GDF11. We designed representative molecular profiles of the growth factors (top). By varying multiple empirical parameters including the positions, concentrations and flow rates of the growth factors at the respective inlets (middle), we generated and quantified corresponding experimental molecular profiles on the microHIVE platform (bottom). To measure the exact concentrations of the experimental profiles, we sectioned the culture chamber laterally into seven equal bins and quantified the concentrations of the eluted growth factors from each bin through spectrometric measurements. (B) Different molecular profiles with flow rate changes. To investigate the effects of flow rates in dynamically changing the shape of the molecular profile, we simulated a series of steady-state parabolic profiles of retinoic acid, by increasing the flow rates from 1 μl/min to 5 μl/min. (C) Dynamic response of the microHIVE platform. We empirically implemented these simulated parabolic molecular profiles on the microHIVE platform, by varying the flow rates accordingly, and monitored the changes in the experimental profile continuously. To quantitatively compare the experimental profile (under different flow rate regimes) to their respective steady-state profile, we defined a profile similarity metric \( \varepsilon \), based on the sum of the squares of the concentration offset at different spatial locations (see Methods for additional details). Note that the microHIVE platform not only generated accurate molecular profiles, but also showed a rapid response to equilibrate to steady-state. All experimental measurements were performed in triplicate, and the data are displayed as mean ± s.d in A and C.
We further investigated the effects of flow rate to dynamically change the shape of the molecular gradient profile. We first simulated a series of steady-state parabolic profiles of retinoic acid, by increasing the flow rates from 1 μl/min to 5 μl/min (Fig. 3B). We then experimentally varied the flow rates accordingly and measured the generated molecular profiles continuously (Fig. 3C). In comparing the key differences between the simulations and experimental data, we note that the simulated data showed only steady-state gradient profiles. The experimental data, however, showed dynamic changes before reaching empirical steady-states. We thus used this key difference to evaluate the time response characteristic of the microHIVE platform. Specifically, to quantitatively compare the empirical profile against the respective simulated steady-state profile, we defined a profile similarity metric ε, based on the sum of the squares of the concentration offsets at different spatial locations (see Methods for details). We found that the microHIVE platform not only generated highly accurate and predictive molecular profiles, but also showed a fast and robust response time (~1 minute) to dynamically equilibrate to steady-state. Importantly, when keeping to a constant flow rate, the microHIVE could maintain the desired molecular profiles for >14 days (Fig. S7), an important feature necessary to complete the duration of motor neuron differentiation.

**Derivation of rostral-caudal motor neurons from human pluripotent stem cells**

To generate diverse spinal motor neurons in vitro, we developed a differentiation protocol to investigate the varying effects of retinoic acid and GDF11 [2, 21], both of which are known to contribute to the rostral-caudal patterning of motor neurons (Fig. 4A). We developed the protocol by adapting our established differentiation method [23] that uses only fixed concentration of retinoic acid to generate rostral motor neurons (Fig. S8A). Specifically, to derive diverse spinal motor neurons, we used induced pluripotent stem cells (iPSC) that express pluripotency markers, OCT4 and SOX2 (Fig. S8B). We first induced neutralization of iPSC, through simultaneous activation of Wnt pathway (CHIR9902) and inhibition of Bone Morphogenic Protein (BMP) signaling (LDN-193189). At day 3, retinoic acid and GDF11 were added to start rostral-caudal patterning. Purmorphamine, a Sonic Hedgehog pathway agonist, was also added as a ventralizing signal. This generated homogeneous neural progenitor cells (NPC) at day 10 that expressed identifying markers, SOX1 and Nestin (Fig. 4B, top). Finally, neurotrophic factors (i.e., BDNF and GDNF) were introduced to the neuronal culture at day 17 to promote maturation of motor neurons. Elevated expressions of motor neuron markers, ISL1 and SMI-32, confirmed the successful differentiation of spinal motor neurons (MN) on day 28 (Fig. 4B, bottom). All cellular identities were further validated by RNA analysis (Fig. 4C).

Using the developed differentiation protocol, we next determined the effects of retinoic acid and GDF11 on inducing diversification of spinal motor neurons. We treated the cells with varying concentrations of retinoic acid and GDF11 from day 3 to day 17, and measured the corresponding changes in HOX gene expressions (Fig. 4D). All primers and antibodies used for cellular characterization can be found in Tables S1-2. By manipulating only the retinoic acid concentrations in an increasing manner (i.e., in the absence of GDF11), the neuronal cultures showed elevated expressions of many brachial / thoracic-associated HOX genes when treated with 1.0 – 5.0 μM retinoic acid (Fig. 4D, left). Neuronal cultures treated with increasing concentrations of GDF11 (10 - 200 ng/ml) and a fixed retinoic acid concentration (1.0 μM) adopted an increasing caudal spinal cord patterning, with up-regulation of thoracic / lumbar-associated HOX mRNA transcripts (Fig. 4D, right) as well as associated protein expression (Fig. S9).

**On-chip spinal motor neuron diversification and regionalization**

Through correlative analysis of growth factor concentrations and corresponding RNA profiling, we thus designed and developed a continuous profile of retinoic acid and GDF11, to induce rostral-caudal patterning of motor neurons in a spatial continuum (Fig. 5A). Specifically, we chose a parabolic profile for retinoic acid, peaking in the thoracic region, to direct differentiation of the upper and middle (brachial and thoracic) spinal cord, and an increasing profile for GDF11, to induce the development of the lower (lumbar) motor neurons. The microHIVE experimental profile showed a close correlation to the designed target profile (similarity metric ε = 0.991, Fig. 5A, right). Stem cells were thus seeded in the all-polymer microHIVE culture chamber and subjected to the growth factors for continuous proliferation and differentiation (Fig. S10).

To molecularly characterize the cellular identities of the differentiated motor neurons, along the lateral positions of the culture chamber, we sectioned the all-polymer chamber into seven bins (Fig. 5B). The microHIVE platform was fitted onto a custom 3D-printed chip holder with guiding grooves for sectioning (Fig. S11). We performed RNA and...
protein expression analyses on all bin sections. Specifically, high-quality, intact RNA was extracted from each polymer section (Fig. S12), and we measured its differential expression of \( \text{HOX} \) genes (Fig. 5C). We further performed RNA sequencing analysis on the different bins to characterize the cellular patterning (Fig. S13). Several characteristic transcripts were identified to be upregulated across specific bins corresponding to the brachial, thoracic and lumbar regions of the spinal cord (i.e., bins 1-3 correlated to the brachial region; bins 4-5 to the thoracic region; and bins 6-7 to the lumbar region). Immunofluorescence staining of region-specific HOX proteins also confirmed the RNA expression trends (Fig. 5D).

Figure 4: Derivation of spinal motor neurons from human pluripotent stem cells. (A) Schematic illustration of spinal motor neuron differentiation from induced pluripotent stem cell (iPSC). Varying concentrations of retinoic acid and GDF11 were used to generate thoracic/lumbar motor neurons. (B) Immunofluorescence analysis of cellular identities. (Top) Co-staining of Nestin (green) and SOX1 (red) confirmed the generation of neural progenitor cells (NPC) at day 10 of cellular differentiation. (Bottom) Co-staining of SMI-32 (green) and ISL1 (red) at day 28 demonstrated successful differentiation of iPSCs into spinal motor neurons (MN). Cellular nuclei were counterstained with DAPI (blue). All scale bars indicate 50 \( \mu \)m. (C) RNA confirmation of cellular identities. mRNA expression levels of the corresponding neural progenitor and motor neuron markers were measured by quantitative PCR. All gene expression analyses were normalized to that of iPSC mRNA levels. (**P < 0.0001, n.s. not significant, Student’s t-test.) (D) Effects of retinoic acid and GDF11 on motor neuron HOX gene expressions. Motor neurons were differentiated in increasing concentrations of retinoic acid (left) and GDF11 (right, at a fixed concentration of 1.0 \( \mu \)M retinoic acid), respectively. HOX gene expressions were profiled on day 28 of the differentiation protocol via quantitative PCR. All gene expression analyses were made relative to intrinsic GAPDH mRNA levels. Heat map signals were then gene (column) normalized across all treatments to compare respective HOX gene expression trends. All measurements were performed in triplicate, and the data are displayed as mean ± s.d. in C.
Figure 5: microHIVE differentiation of spinal motor neurons. (A) Target and experimental molecular profiles of retinoic acid and GDF11. (Left) Based on correlative analysis of growth factor concentrations and RNA profiling, we designed a continuous profile of retinoic acid and GDF11 to induce rostral-caudal patterning of motor neurons, to correspond to the brachial, thoracic and lumbar regions of the spinal cord. (Right) The microHIVE experimental profile showed a close correlation to the desired target profile (profile similarity metric, $\varepsilon = 0.991$). (B) Schematic illustration of chamber binning. After motor neuron differentiation (day 28), the all-polymer cell culture chamber could be sectioned into seven bins for cellular characterization and spatial correlation. (C) Differential expressions of HOX genes across the chamber bins. HOX gene expressions were profiled from the respective chamber sections through quantitative PCR. All gene expression analyses were made relative to intrinsic GAPDH mRNA levels, and subsequently gene (column) normalized across all bins to compare respective gene expression trends in the form of a heat map. (D) Immunofluorescence confirmation of HOX protein expressions. Immunostaining of HOXB4 and HOXC8 (red) and SMI-32 (green) across the seven culture bins demonstrated successful generation of rostral (HOXB4) to caudal (HOXC8) motor neurons. Cellular nuclei were counterstained with DAPI (blue). Scale bar, 50 $\mu$m. Cellular quantification based on positive staining of HOXB4 and HOXC8 further confirmed the respective protein expression trends. All measurements were performed in triplicate, and the data are displayed as mean ± s.d. in A and D.

Discussion

Motor neuron diversification and regionalization are important hallmarks of spinal cord development and rely on fine, complex spatiotemporal gradients of molecular cues. Inspired by the interconnected and branching network of the honeycomb lattice, we developed a microfluidic platform to engineer complex molecular concentration profiles at a high spatial resolution, and directed motor neuron differentiation and regionalization in situ. In comparison to other gradient generators (e.g., passive diffuser and tree-type mixer), the microHIVE platform presents significant advantages: (1) its optimized microhexagon structures enable versatile and dynamic patterning of complex gradients at a high spatial resolution (>16 fold improvement over conventional), (2) the high density, divergent array not only ensures maximal mixing efficiency but also maintains a small device footprint, and (3) its detachable, all-polymer cell culture supports cellular proliferation and differentiation, and facilitates easy
spatial binning and cellular characterization (e.g., RNA and protein analyses from individual culture sections). Using the developed platform, we established complex molecular gradients, and directed spinal motor neuron diversification and regionalization. The differentiated motor neurons were formed in a spatial continuum and showed RNA and protein signatures consistent with the brachial, thoracic and lumbar regions of the spinal cord.

The scientific and technical applications of the technology are potentially broad. The microHIVE lattice enables precise and dynamic patterning of complex molecular profiles; the all-polymer chamber supports stem cell differentiation and facilitates easy and spatial cellular dissection. We thus envision that the technology could be applied to investigate combinatorial effects (e.g., concentrations, durations) of multiple factors (e.g., growth factors, drugs), thereby developing advanced biomimetic systems for disease modeling and regenerative medicine. In the current application, with its ability to induce spinal motor neuron diversification and organization, the technology could be further applied as a developmental platform as well as to improve disease modeling of acute spinal cord injury [24] and multiple neurodegenerative diseases [25, 26]. For example, using genetically engineered cells, the technology could be used to investigate the effects of different genetic variants on human spinal cord development, thereby reducing the need for generating animal models [27, 28]. Through additional calcium labeling [29] and electrophysiological measurements [30] of spatially-organized motor neuron subtypes, the platform could be used to investigate the establishment (and disruption) of stereotypical neural circuits and communication between neuronal subtypes. Such development will not only advance our functional understanding of disease progression (e.g., preferential susceptibility of neuronal subtypes in amyotrophic lateral sclerosis), but also provide reflective platforms to screen and identify novel therapies to protect and regenerate motor circuitry [25].

We further anticipate that several technical modifications could be made to enhance the current technology. First, by leveraging on the small footprint of the present fluidics, we can readily revise the design to confer additional dimensionality (i.e., 3D profile modulation). By adding microHIVEs in orthogonal planes and stacking multiple layers of microHIVEs, we can generate variable gradients in the y- and z-axis, respectively. This could be used to create more complex gradients of differentiation factors to better mimic the native developmental environment of the spinal cord [31]. The culture chamber can also be modified, with the integration of biocompatible matrix [32, 33], to develop 3D culture systems for more precise modeling. Second, while the current study focused primarily on the differentiation and diversification of spinal motor neurons, concurrent development of different cellular lineages or co-culture with other cell types (e.g., interneurons, muscle cells) can significantly advance the current system [34]. These modifications will not only enable the generation of controlled, biomimetic organoids on-chip, but also enhance functional evaluation of cellular interaction and communication at different stages of development and pathology [35–37].

Methods

Device fabrication

The microHIVE platform, comprising the concentration gradient generator and cell culture chamber, was fabricated from polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS, Dow Corning) and borosilicate glass. Briefly, a 100 µm-thick master mold was prepared via conventional soft lithography using negative photoresist (SU-8, MicroChem) and silicon wafer. The PDMS positive replica was fabricated by pouring uncured PDMS (10:1 elastomer base to curing agent ratio) onto the master mold followed by polymer curing at 75 °C for 30 minutes. An approximately 1 mm-thick PDMS film was also coated onto a 75 x 50 mm glass slide (Corning) and cured using the same parameters as above. The PDMS positive replica was then irreversibly bonded onto the PDMS film via reactive oxygen plasma bonding (50 mTorr, 50 W, 1 minute). The PDMS film was reversibly attached to the glass slide to permit removal (i.e., peeling) of the PDMS platform from the glass support for sectioning of the cell culture chamber and DNA extraction.

Device preparation

To sterilize the device for culture and differentiation of motor neurons, excess ethanol was used to flush the device. Residual ethanol was allowed to evaporate in a sterile class II biological safety cabinet. All devices were further sterilized under UV irradiation (30 minutes) before coating of the culture chamber with matrigel (Corning) for cell seeding. During the coating step, the matrigel basement membrane matrix (phenol red-free) was diluted 10x in PBS and introduced into the cell culture chamber via the cell seeding inlet. The device was then incubated at 37 °C to allow the matrigel to form a thin coat on the bottom PDMS film, so as to improve cell adhesion. Unpolymerized matrigel was flushed with excess PBS and removed from the cell culture chamber via the cell seeding outlet.
Gradient simulation

A 3D CAD model was designed using Solidworks, and imported into Comsol Multiphysics to create a simulation model with actual device geometry. Both 'Laminar Flow (spf)' and 'Transport of Diluted Species' physic trees were used concurrently for all subsequent steady-state simulations. We first performed comparative simulation studies to optimize the microhexagonal lattice. Specifically, different dimensional parameters of the hexagonal microstructures were tested to determine the optimal diffusion length and lateral resolution in the cell culture chamber. We next tested the effects of repeated fluid branching and mixing at the hexagonal junctions on the mixing efficiency. We varied the number of rows of microhexagons in the lattice to determine the number of junctions and measured the concentration distribution to determine the mixing efficiency. Using the optimized microhexagon geometry (i.e., microstructure size, number of rows, array arrangement), we tested different parameters (e.g., flow rates, relative concentrations and positions of solute) to develop various gradient profiles.

Gradient generation with color dyes

To experimentally validate these simulated profiles on the microHIVE platform, we used color dyes to generate various gradient profiles. We varied the combined flow rates (i.e., total flow rate from all three inlets) from 1 μl/min to 5 μl/min to determine the effects of flow rates on gradient generation. All color gradient images were captured using a tripod-mounted camera (Canon) and de-convoluted into their RGB color intensities using ImageJ. The tripod-mounted camera (Canon) and de-convoluted color gradient images were captured using a 20x objective lens with a 0.17 μm pixel size. The effects of flow rates on gradient generation. All inlets) from 1 μl/min to 5 μl/min to determine the combined flow rates (i.e., total flow rate from all dye concentrations and positions of solute) to develop various gradient profiles.

Color signal normalization

\[ \Delta I_{\text{green}}(x) = I_{\text{green}}(x) - \frac{I_{\text{red}(x)} + I_{\text{blue}(x)}}{2} \] (1)

\[ I_{\text{green}}(x) = \frac{\Delta I_{\text{green}}(x)}{\Delta I_{\text{green, max}}} \] (2)

where

\( \Delta I_{\text{green}}(x) \) = relative green signal intensity at a given location along chamber \((x)\);

\( I_{\text{color}}(x) \) = raw green/red/blue signal intensity at a given location \((x)\);

\( I_{\text{green}}(x) \) = normalized green signal intensity at a given location \((x)\);

\( \Delta I_{\text{green, max}} \) = maximum green signal intensity along chamber.

A RGB color profiler was used to de-convolute and quantify captured images into their respective red, green and blue component intensities. The relative signal intensity of the color-of-choice (e.g., green) at a given \( x \) coordinate was determined by subtracting average raw intensities of the other two colors (e.g., red and blue). This subtraction removed any color artifacts from background noise as well as variations in the white balance during image capture. The relative color intensities were then normalized against the maximum intensity of each experimental run.

Molecular profile generation and characterization

To generate various molecular profiles, we used different concentrations of growth factors (i.e., retinoic acid and GDF11). To characterize the molecular profiles, we assigned seven bins/outlets in the cell culture chamber and measured their respective eluted concentrations of retinoic acid and GDF11. Calibration curves were made for both retinoic acid and GDF11 in order to determine their respective concentrations in the microHIVE platform. Briefly, the normalized signal for retinoic acid was obtained from its peak absorbance at 350 nm. A range of concentration from 0 to 5 μM was measured. For GDF11, the normalized signal was obtained from the absorbance measurement at 280 nm. All absorbance measurements were made on a spectrometer reader (Tecan).

Comparison of simulated and experimental profiles

To quantitatively compare the gradient profiles (e.g., experimental vs. targeted, or profile maintenance over time), we defined a profile similarity metric (\( \varepsilon \)) to quantify the differences based on the sum of the squares of the concentration offset at different spatial locations.

\[ \varepsilon = 1 - \frac{\sum (I_{\text{exp}}(x) - I_{\text{tar}}(x))^2}{n(I_{\text{tar}}(x))^2} \]

where

\( \varepsilon \) = profile similarity;

\( I_{\text{exp}}(x) \) = measured signal at a given location/bin \((x)\);

\( I_{\text{tar}}(x) \) = target signal at a given location/bin \((x)\);

\( n \) = number of measured points.

Determination of gradient resolution

Lateral resolution was determined by dividing the lateral length (i.e., along the x-axis) of the culture chamber by the number of branched channel openings into the chamber, provided that the
diffusion length and/or time was sufficient to allow for effective mixing. The results were validated by simulation of fixed gradient profiles. While optimizing the platform’s lateral resolution for gradient generation, we further implemented a mirrored microhexagonal array to connect to the waste outlet, to ensure profile uniformity across the cross-sectional plane of the culture chamber. To experimentally validate and determine the concentration uniformity in the cross-section, color-dye images of the generated gradient were captured at different flow rates from 1 μl/min to 5 μl/min and analyzed as previously described. Similarly, to visualize the concentration differences across the depth (i.e., along the z-axis), fluorescein dye (Sigma-Aldrich) was used to generate gradients at flow rates from 1 μl/min to 5 μl/min. A confocal microscope (Zeiss) was used to capture the fluorescence intensities at 5 μm z-steps to determine the concentration uniformity in the cross-section.

**Comparison with gold standard microfluidic gradient generator**

To compare the microHIVE platform with a gold standard microfluidic gradient generator, we designed and fabricated a device comprising a ‘Christmas-tree’ concentration gradient generator with serpentine channels. Briefly, we designed a 3-inlets/7-outlets fluidic circuit with a similar device footprint (and cell culture chamber length of 28 mm) as the microHIVE platform. This ensured common dimensional restrictions to allow for direct comparisons between the two microfluidic platforms. The device was fabricated through conventional soft lithography using negative photoresist and silicon wafer, as described previously. We subjected this gold standard microfluidic platform to the same conditions and protocols as described above to compare the generated gradient profiles.

**Culture and differentiation of human pluripotent stem cells**

Wild-type BJ fibroblast-derived iPSCs (BJ-iPS) were cultured feeder-free on matrigel-coated plates in MACS iPSC-Brew media (Miltenyi Biotec). Routine passaging using ReLeSR (Stem Cell Technologies) was performed once every 6-7 days. Pluripotent stem cells were differentiated towards the spinal motor neuron fate following established protocols described previously. Briefly, we first neutralized the BJ-iPS by activating Wnt pathways with CHIR99021 treatment (4.25 μM, Miltenyi Biotec) while blocking Bone Morphogenetic Protein (BMP) signaling by LDN-193189 treatment (0.5 μM, Miltenyi Biotec) at the same time. At day 3, variable concentrations of retinoic acid and GDF11 were added to initiate the rostral-caudal patterning, in the presence of fixed concentration of Purmorphamine (1 μM, Miltenyi Biotec), a Sonic Hedgehog pathway agonist, as a ventralizing signal. Neurotrophic factors, BDNF (20 ng/ml, Miltenyi Biotec) and GDNF (20 ng/ml, Miltenyi Biotec), were added to the neuronal cultures at day 17 to promote neuronal maturation into motor neurons.

**microHIVE differentiation**

According to the above-mentioned differentiation protocol, stem cell suspension (40 μl suspension of 1x10⁶ cells/ml) was introduced into the cell culture chamber via the cell seeding inlet, and placed in a cell incubator (37 °C, 5% CO₂) to allow cell adhesion to the matrigel-coated chamber. Tygon tubing (Upchurch) was inserted into the three growth factor inlets at the top of the gradient generator, and connected to three syringes containing culture media and respective growth factors (e.g., retinoic acid and GDF11). The cell seeding inlet and outlet were sealed to prevent any transverse fluidic flow from the cell culture chamber. A neMESYS syringe pump (Cetoni) with three low pressure pump modules was used to control the individual flow rates from the syringes. A continuous perfusion of media at a combined flow rate of 1 μl/min was used to maintain a stable gradient profile throughout the differentiation protocol.

**Monitoring of on-chip cell growth**

We monitored cellular proliferation and confluence in the cell culture chamber daily during the differentiation protocol. Briefly, a phase contrast light microscope (Nikon) was used to capture various fields of view of the cell culture chamber at 10x magnification. Image analysis was performed using ImageJ to determine the percentage confluence. Additionally, we performed live/dead cell viability analysis to compare cellular growth in the microfluidic culture and conventional culture (i.e., plasma-treated polystyrene). Specifically, a live/dead viability assay kit for mammalian cells (Invitrogen) was used to determine the percentage of live cells to dead cells in both platforms. Calcini-AM (2 μM) and ethidium homodimer-1 (4 μM) were added to Dulbecco’s phosphate buffered saline (DPBS) and incubated with the cells at room temperature for 40 minutes. Subsequently, fluorescence images were acquired as previously described, and image analyses including cell counts and intensity measurements were performed using Columbus (Perkin Elmer).

**Sectioning of culture chamber into equal bins**

A custom 3D-printed holder (Envisiontec) was
fabricated to house the PDMS microfluidic chip once it had been separated from the supporting glass slide. Guiding grooves were incorporated into the mold to allow for sectioning of the cell culture chamber into seven equal bins via a sterilized scalpel (#10 blade). Once sectioned, the bins were removed from the holder to enable RNA extraction and protein analysis (see below).

**RNA extraction and expression analysis**

Cells were harvested in Trizol reagent for RNA extraction using RNeasy Mini Kit following the manufacturer’s instruction (Qiagen). For RNA extraction from the culture sections, the bins with their respective populations of adherent cells were placed directly in lysis reagent. RNA was extracted from the lysate, per manufacturer’s protocol. Extracted RNA samples were quantified and evaluated with 2100 Bioanalyzer (Agilent) using a RNA Pico Chip.

Extracted RNA was reverse-transcribed to generate first-strand cDNA (High-Capacity cDNA Reverse Transcription, Ambion). Specific transcripts were quantified through real-time quantitative PCR (qPCR) using FAST SYBR Master Mix (Applied Biosystems) on a QuantStudio 5 Real-Time PCR System (Applied Biosystems). Amplification condition consisted of 1 cycle of 95 °C for 30 seconds, 40 cycles of 95 °C for 3 seconds and 60 °C for 30 seconds. All gene expressions were normalized to respective GAPDH. A list of the qPCR primers used is provided in Table S1.

For bin-based RNA sequencing, polyA enrichment of mRNA was performed for Illumina sequencing library preparation, according to the manufacturer’s kit instructions with standard index sequences (Illumina). Samples were run on NextSeq with a 2x150bp configuration. Reads were preprocessed with FASTX-toolkit to remove and trim low quality bases. Reads were then assessed with FastQC and sequencing adapters trimmed using cutadapt [38]. Finally, STAR aligner [39] was used to align reads to GRCh38.p12 human reference genome using gencode 29 for gene annotation. For analysis, differential gene expression (DESeq2 version 1.22.0) [40], Gene Ontology enrichment, and clustering of gene expression was performed in R (version 3.5.1).

**Immunofluorescence**

Cells were fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde for 15 minutes, permeabilized in 0.1% Triton X-100 for 15 minutes and blocked in buffer containing 5% FBS and 1% BSA for an hour at room temperature. Primary antibodies were diluted in the blocking buffer and incubated overnight at 4 °C. The following primary antibodies (and their respective dilutions) were used: rabbit SOX1 (1:1000) (Abcam, ab87775), mouse Nestin (1:1000) (Abcam, ab22035), rabbit ISL1 (1:1500) (Abcam, ab109517), mouse SMI-32 (1:1000) (Calbiochem, NE-1023), rabbit HOXB4 (1:200) (Abcam, ab133521), rabbit HOXC8 (1:200) (Abcam, ab86236), mouse MAP2 (1:1000) (Abcam, ab11267), rabbit OCT4 (1:100) (Santa Cruz, sc-9081), and goat SOX2 (1:200) (Santa Cruz, sc-17320). The list of primary antibodies used and their functions can also be found in Table S2. Cells were washed thrice in PBS before incubation with secondary antibodies. The respective secondary antibodies (Molecular Probes, Invitrogen) were diluted 1:1000 in blocking buffer and incubated at room temperature, in the dark, for 60 minutes. DAPI (Invitrogen) was used at 0.1 μg/ml to visualize cellular nuclei.

Images of cultured cells were acquired using a high content microscope Opera Phenix (Perkin Elmer) using the 20x objective. Image analyses including cell counts and intensity measurements were performed using Columbus (Perkin Elmer). Nuclei were detected based on DAPI staining, with dead cells filtered based on abnormally high DAPI intensity and small (<20 μm²) nuclei area. Intensity of HOXB4 and HOXC8 staining within nuclei was determined and a cut-off above background intensity was used to identify and quantify brachial and thoracic neurons.

**Statistical analysis**

At least three biological replicates were performed for each experiment, and all results are presented as mean ± standard deviation, unless otherwise specified. All significance tests were performed with two-tailed unpaired Student’s t-test and P < 0.05 was considered statistically significant. All image processing was performed with ImageJ (version 1.48) and statistical analysis with GraphPad Prism (version 7.0c).
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